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I. INTR~OUCTI~N 
It is natural to attempt o extend results from the theory of approximation 
in the Banach algebra C[X] (the algebra of continuous complex-valued 
functions on the compact Hausdorff space X) to other semi-simple commu- 
tative Banach algebras. For example, Katznelson and Rudin [5] have studied 
the possibility of extending the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. This paper 
considers the possibility of extending Miintz’s theorem to some semi-simple 
commutative Banach algebras; in particular, we obtain some results for 
certain group algebras. The crux of the difficulty in extending approximation 
theory results for C[X] to the more general situation lies in the fact that the 
Gelfand transform is norm-shrinking. 
Recall that the classical Mi.intz theorem on C[O, l] is (Davis [2], p. 272): 
THEOREM 1.1 (Mtintz). Zj-&}F is a strictly increasing sequence of positive 
numbers, pn + co, then { 1, x”l, x”z ,...) is complete in C[O, I] if and on/y if 
c l/h = *. 
The Miintz-type problem we consider is the following: 
Let A be a semi-simple Banach algebra and let fs A; let B be the closed 
subalgebra of A generated by f and let {z..&” be an infinite sequence of 
distinct positive integers (or distinct positive numbers, CL,, f+ 0). Find suffi- 
cient conditions on {CL,}: and/or f in order that {fun); is complete in B. 
Note that the above problem is phrased so that (f,f2,f3,...) is complete 
in B by default, and hence the problem is formally independent of whether 
or not B has the “Stone-Weierstrass property” -the question considered 
by Katznelson and Rudin. 
In Section II we give a solution to this problem for the case when B is 
an algebra which is generated by its idempotents whose Gelfand transforms 
have finite support. As a corollary we obtain a Miintz theorem on certain 
closed subalgebras of A(r) where I’ is a discrete locally compact abelian 
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group. Also we mention what can happen for some closed subalgebras of 
A(Z) which are not spanned by their idempotents. In Section III we give 
a solution to the problem for the case A = A(T), the algebra of absolutely 
convergent Fourier series. The main result is Theorem 3.14. 
In order to clarify the terminology: Z is the group of integers; T is the 
circle group; r designates a locally compact abelian group whose dual is G. 
A(r) is the Banach algebra consisting of the Fourier transforms of the 
elements of Ll(G); multiplication in A(r) is “pointwise” and the norm for 
elements of A(r) is 
llflL4m = II g /IC(G) 9 
where f is the Fourier transform of g. The Gelfand transform is designated 
by -“- 
II. M~~NTZ'S THEOREM FOR A(r), r DISCRETE 
The following result of Newman, Passow, and Raymon [9] gives a hint 
of the type of Miintz theorem we can expect for A(r). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X = (0, xn}F be a sequence of points in [0, I] such that 
x, JO. Let (pL,}r be any infinite sequence of distinct positive numbers, pn + 0. 
Then (1, xUn}F is complete in C[X]. 
Note the absence of the condition “C (l/p%) = cc” which appears in 
Theorem 1.1. It might seem that this is possible due to the fact that X is 
discrete and countable. Hence it is plausible to anticipate a similar result 
if we replace C[X] by a commutative Banach algebra A whose maximal ideal 
space is discrete and countable. The next theorem makes this more precise. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose A is a semi-simple commutative Banach algebra 
which is spanned by its idempotents whose Gelfand transforms have jinite 
support in A(A), the maximal ideal space of A. Suppose f E A and 
GO IPW = IPCd b Y - f on z x1-x2 orx,,x,EA(A);(b){jf(x)j >EIxEA(A)} 
isfinite for every E > 0; (c)f(x) # 0 for any x E A(A). Then {f “n}F is complete 
in A for every injinite sequence {pL,}T of distinct positive integers. 
Proof. Let M be the closed span of {f”~}~zl in A. It suffices to show that 
every idempotent of A whose Gelfand transform has finite support is in M. 
First we show, given x E A(A) there is an idempotent y E A such that 
P(x) = 1 
P(Y) = 0 for y E A(A), y # x. 
(2.2a) 
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Clearly, since 1 f(x)] > 0 for every x E d(A) and since A is spanned by its 
idempotents with finite support, the set 
G = {g E A 1 g2 = g, J has finite support, J(x) = l} 
is not empty. If g, , g, E G then clearly g,g, E G and 
suPP(gIg,)^ C (supp !I) n (supp &)* 
Thus G contains an element, y, with minimal support, i.e., supp 9 C supp t 
for every g E G. Suppose y E supp 9 and y # x; we show that this is a contra- 
diction: since the idempotents with finite support span A and since 131 
separates points on d(A), there is an idempotent g, E A such that J, has finite 
support, and such that x 4 supp k, and y E supp t, . Now let y1 = y - yg, . 
Then A has finite support, y12 = y1 and PI(x) = f(x) - q(x) i,(x) = 
1 - 1 .O = 1. Thus y1 E G. Moreover, supp $& C supp p since in particular 
PI(y) = p(y) - p(u) g(y) = 1 - 1 . 1 = 0. Thus y does not have minimal 
support; contradiction. 
To show that every idempotent with finite support is in 44, it suffices to 
show that every idempotent of the form (2.2a) is in M. 
The elements of d(A) can be ordered x1, x2, xg ,... such that 
l3(x31 > I3W > ... . Thus there is a corresponding order yl, yz , y3 ,... 
for every idempotent of the form (2.2a): 
fj(Xj) = 1 
mk) = 0 for all k # j, j = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
Proceed by induction; suppose we have shown yj E M for j = 1,2,..., k. 
Claim yk+r E M: Let 
Then f, E A and clearly 
II&l IL = I$& ] = r < 1. 
Also, 
(2.2b) 
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But lim jjfl (Il/un = r by the spectral radius theorem. So if E > 0 and 
r + E < 1, we have for large enough n, 
IIfI”ll G tr + l . 
Thus Ilfp // --f 0 as n ---f co. Thus from (2.2b) and the induction hypothesis 
we must have yk+l E M. The initial step of the induction procedure is vacuous. 
Thus 3/j E M, j = 1, 2, 3 ,... and the proof is complete. 
Obviously Theorem 2.1 is a special case of Theorem 2.2. As another special 
case of Theorem 2.2 we obtain our Mtintz theorem for subalgebras of A(r), 
r discrete, as Corollary 2.4 below. First we state the following definition 
(see Kahane [3]). 
DEFINITION 2.3. Let B be a subalgebra of the commutative Banach 
algebra A. Define a relation, N, on d(A) by x1 - x2 if j(xJ = &) for every 
g E B. This is an equivalence relation and partitions rlt.4) into equivalence 
classes {E,} called the Rudin equivalence classes. E,, = {x E d(A) 1 g(x) = 0 
for all g E A) is called the “zero Rudin equivalence class.” All others are 
“nonzero Rudin equivalence classes.” 
COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose r is a discrete locally compact abelian group 
and B is a closed subalgebra of A(r) which is spanned by its idempotents. 
Suppose f E B and 
(a) For x1 , x2 E r, 
I f(~cl)l = Ifh4 only if&d = &&for every g E B. 
(b) For x E I’, 
f(x) = 0 only ifg(x) = 0 for every g E B. 
Then {p}r is complete in B for every injinite sequence {p,,}; of distinct 
positive integers. 
Proof. The corollary is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2 once 
we establish the fact that there is a 1-l correspondence between the elements 
of d(B) and the nonzero Rudin equivalence classes determined by B as a 
subalgebra of A(r). Rudin [I 1, p. 2321 has shown that xE E B for every 
nonzero Rudin equivalence class EC r. So for h E d(B), let h = h(xE). Then 
h = h(xE) = h(xE2) = h&e) h(& = h2. Thus either h = 0 or h = 1. But 
since B is spanned by its idempotents, there is at least one nonzero Rudin 
equivalence class, Eh , for which h&J = 1 (otherwise h would be 0 and 
therefore h 4 d(B)). Now suppose A&,) = 1 for two distinct nonzero 
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Rudin equivalence classes El and E, . Then 0 = h(O) = h(xE, . xE,) = 
h(&J h(& = 1 * 1 = 1; contradiction. Thus for every h E d(B) there 
corresponds a unique nonzero Rudin equivalence class E,, for which 
h&h) = 1. Now let E be an arbitrary nonzero Rudin equivalence class. 
Define the linear functional h on B by h(g) = g(E) for each g E B. Then 
h E d(B) and h(xE) = x=(E) = 1; thus E = Eh . Hence there is a 1-l corre- 
spondence between the nonzero Rudin equivalence classes and the elements 
of d(B). This completes the proof. 
If the subalgebra, B, is not spanned by its idempotents, Corollary 2.4 
need not hold. For example, Rider [lo] has found a subalgebra B of A(Z) 
which is not spanned by its idempotents and an f~ B satisfying (a) and (b) 
of Corollary 2.4 for which {fn}n”,l is complete in B and for which {f”}Ez 
is not complete in B. But Kahane [3] and Friedberg [7] have found some 
structural conditions on the Rudin equivalence classes which insure that B 
is spanned by its idempotents for the cases r = Z and r = Z x Z. 
III. M~NTZ'S THEOREM IN A(T) 
The solution of the Mtintz problem treated in this section has a close 
connection with problems treated in chapter six of Kahane’s recent book [4]. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let f = Cya a,eine E A(T). The entropy, H(f), off is 
defined as H(f) = -CTm / a, I log j a, /. 
Remark 3.2. When a,, > 0 and Czm a,, = 1, H(f) is the entropy of the 
probability distribution on Z which assigns probability a, to n; see Khinchin 
[6] and Mureika [8]. Note that H(f) is not necessarily finite. For example if 
a, = 1 12 1(1Jg 1 n I)” for / n / >, 2 
=o for I n I < 2, 
then f E A(T) and H(f) = 03. 
LEMMA 3.3. h(x) = --x log x is monotonic nondecreasing on [O, l/e], 
Proof. h’(x) = --x l/x - log x; so h’(x) > 0 if -1 - log x > 0, i.e., if 
x < l/e. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 
f = g a*e”*’ E A(T), fk = f ai(3e”’ E A(T), g = g bjei*’ E A(T). 
-02 -cc -03 
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(a> H(d) = - I c I 1s I c I llfll + I c I H(f). 
(b) Iflajl +1&I ~l/eforalZj,thenH(f+g),(H(f)+H(g). 
(cl If 0 < a,, bj and Il.0 < 1, II g /I < 1, then Wfg) d II g II H(f) + 
IV II H(g). 
(d) If0 d aj for all j, and llfll < 1, then H(f”) < n Ilflf”-l H(f). 
(e) If H(f) -C CO and H(g) < co, then H(f + g) < CO. 
(f) If Cle ( ai”’ ( < l/e and f = C,” fk converges in Ll(T), then 
H(f) d C WJ. 
(g) If I aj I < bj and ((g I/ d l/e, then H(f”) < H(gn), n = 1, 2, 3 ,... . 
(h) If H(f) < CO and H(g) < co, then H(fg) < cc. 
Proof. 
(a> HW = -2 I ca, 1 log ) ca, 1 = -g ) can I tlog I c I 4 log I a, II -co -m 
= - l c I log I c I llfll + l c I H(f). 
@I Hcf + g) = -5 I aj + bj I log I ai + bi I 
-cc 
G -f (I aj I + I bj I) lo&l aj I + I bj I) by Lemm 3.3 
since ( aj + bj ( d I aj I + ( bj / < a 
< -f I G I log I aj I - 2 I bj I log I b3 I 
--oo -cc 
since j ai I + I bj I < I 
= H(f) + H(g). 
(4 H(fS = ---Em ( jg, an-h) 1% (,E, a&h) 
< -C C anqbj log(a,-jbi) 
n j 
since anmibf < 5 anMkblc < 1 
k---m 
= -C C bja,-j log a,+ - 1 C a,-jbj log bj 
n i IE j 
= -1 bj 1 a,-j log a,-j - C bi log bj C a,-i 
j 72 j 12 
= II g II fw + Ilf II H(g). 
Cd> BY (4 we have H(f2) < 2 llf II H(f). 
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Proceed by induction and assume true for IZ: Then 
HW+l) d llf” II H(f) + H(P) llfll by (4 
G Ilfll” fm + n llfll”-l Wf) llfll 
by the induction hypothesis 
= (n + 1) llfll” fw). 
(e) H(f + g) = -2 I aj + bj I log I ai + bj I 
= -$ I aj + bj I log I aj + bj I 
;zN I ai + bj I log I aj + bj I* 
It suffices to show that the second sum converges for some choice of N < co, 
since the first sum is always finite. Choose N such that I aj ] + I bj I < I/e 
forj > N. Then by (b) the second sum converges ince H(f) and H(g) < co. 
(f) Clearly aj = Cz+ a?’ whenever CFfk converges to f in Ll(T) as 
N -+ co. [In particular, this is true if Cfk converges to f in A(T).] Then 
< -c (x / ai I) log 1 I a?) I by Lemma 3.3 
k 
G-CC1 aj(k) I log I a,(“) I 
5 k 
= -; F 1 aj(K) 1 log I a!“) I 
= $ H(h). 
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Thus if f n = xi ain)eije and gn = xi bjn)eije, it is clear that I ac’ / < br:“’ 
for n = 1,2, and for k E 2. Claim this is true for all n. Proceed by induction 
and assume true for n: 
< c bk!bj by the induction hypothesis 
ThusI@) <bp)forn=l 2 3 and for k E 2. Now clearly b&@ < l/e 
for II = 1, 2, 3 ,..., and for k E i smk’ji g I( < l/e. 
Thus - 1 ar) 1 log / afZ”) 1< --bp) log bp), IZ = 1,2,3 ,... and k E Z by 
Lemma 3.3. 
Therefore H(fn) < H(g”), n = 1,2, 3 ,... . 
(h) Choose N such that 
C (luil + IhI) <;, 
Ijl>N 
and let 
fi = 1 ujeiie, gl = 1 bp?. 
ljl<N jil<N 
Then 
mm = mfi + u--h>lk1 + (g - &%)I1 
= mhg1 + (.I--fi)g1 +“Ms -81) + (f-Mg -&)I. 
Now H[f,g,] < cc sincef,g, is a trigonometric polynomial. 
by part (e) since 
H[bjeije(f - fi)] = H[b,(f - fi)] < co 
by part (e) since H[f] < co and H[fi] < co. H[f,(g - g,)] -=L co for the 
same reason. H[(f -f,)(g - g,)] < co by part (g) (with n = 1) and by 
part (c). Thus, by part (e), H[fg] < co. 
LEMMA 3.5. Iff E A(T) undf” E A(T) then H(f) < ax 
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ProoJ: 
Wf) = - I a0 I log I a0 I - c’ I 48 I 1% I &I I 
= - I a0 I 1% I a0 I - c’ I Qn v2 I % v2 I n I +j hs I &I I 
d - I a0 I 1% I a0 I + [x’ (I &I P2 I n l)y 
x [c’ c$ I a, /l/2 log / a, 1)2]1’2 
by Schwarz’s inequality 
< - laollogla,l +Cllf”ll”2 < a. 
(Note that {I a, / (log I a, I)“} is a bounded sequence because 
lii x(log x)2 = lii 2(log x) I/x 
-1/x2 = lii-2x10gx=0.) 
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose fs A(T) and H(f) < CO and F(z) = xr u,(z - c)" 
converges for I z - c I < r and I( f - c \I = rI < min( 1 /e, r). Then iY[F(f)] < co. 
Proof. Clearly F(f) = C,” u,(f - c)” converges in A(T). Choose N > 1 
such that 
jll I an I rln < f . 
Then 
mTf>l = +d.f- c)” + i u,(f - c)nl < a3 
0 N+l 
if H[C” N+l u,(f - c)%] < co, by Lemma 3.4(e) and (h). Now by Lemma 3.4(f), 
N+l 
by Lemma 3.4(a) 
< 
N+l 
I a, I llf- c Iln + I an I n If- c P-l Wf- 41 
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by Lemma 3.4(g) and (d) 
d f (- I a, I log I a, I) rln + Wf - c> i n I a, I rl”“. 
N+l N+l 
The second series obviously converges, since rl < r. The first series con- 
verges since -C ) a, I rln log(J a, I rln) < co by Lemma 3.5. Hence 
fJEIG+l a,(f - c>“l < 02. 
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose f E A(T) and f(0) 4 0 on T and H(f) <co. Then 
H(logf) < co. 
Proof. By Wiener’s theorem I/YE A. Therefore we can find a trigonom- 
etric polynomial, g, such that 11 - gfll < l/e and such that g(0) $ 0. 
(e.g., we may take g as SN[llf] for a sufficiently large N). Also 
H(log f) = H(log glf + log l/g) < co if 
I 
fw%gf) < co 
mx l/d < a3 
by Lemma 3.3(e). Since log(l/g) E Cm(T), by Lemma 3.5, H(log l/g) < co. 
By Lemma 3.6, letting 
F(z) = logz = f (-l)n+l @ ; 1)” ) 
1 
we see that H(loggf) < co. Thus H(logf) < co. 
THEOREM 3.8. Suppose f E A(T) and f(0) # 0 on T and H(f) < 00. Then 
W/Y) < a- 
Proof. Virtually the same as Theorem 3.7. 
Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 make the following conjecture worth investigating: 
Conjecture 3.9. If F(z) is analytic on a domain D and if f E A(T) and 
RangefC D and H(f) < cc then H[F(f)] < cc. 
But the proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 3.8 use special properties of the func- 
tions log z and l/z, respectively, which apparently preclude a direct adapta- 
tion of these proofs to the case of a more general F(z). 
For our Mlintz theorem on A(T) we need the following result (Boas [I], 
p, 156) concerning the zeros of an analytic function. 
THEOREM 3.10. Suppose F(z) is analytic and of exponential type for 
Re z > 0 and that {p,,}: is an in$nite sequence of distinct positive numbers. 
Also suppose 
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(a> W4 = 0 
Then F(z) = 0 in Re z 3 0. 
LEMMA 3.11. Suppose 
g = f b,eine E A(T) n C’(T). 
-m 
Then /I g Ilam G Kll g’ llm-) -t- 1 bo 
Proof. 
1 (K independent of g). 
II g Ilm = ff n 
-m 
I b, I ; + I h, I 
G II g’ Ilp(r, [ 1 tf f 1’2 + I b, I -m 
= KII g’ lIptTj + I h, I. 
LEMMA 3.12. For y real, II eiycOse I\a(T) < 1 + K I y I and I/ eiYsine Ila(T) < 
1 +KIY I. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.11, 
II eiyCoBe IL(T) < I& fT ei~CoSe d0 / + KII iy eiYcoBe sin 8 IILzcTj 
<l+Klyl. 
Similarly, 
11 &sine IL(T) G / &I;- eivBine dtI + K 11 iy eiysine cos 0 JILsacn 
< 1 +Klyl. 
LEMMA 3.13. Suppose g E A(T) and h is an integer; let g,(B) = g(M). 
Then II gl Ih = II g Ilm . 
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Proof. Let g = CTm b,einS. 
11 g, 11 = 11 1 bneihne 11 = 1 1 b, I 
VEZ nez 
= II g II. 
since An E Z for each n 
THEOREM 3.14. Suppose f = CTm a,ein* E A(T) and f > 0 and H(j) = 
-C 1 a,, I log 1 a, 1 < co. Let B be the closed subalgebra of A(T) generated 
by$ Let {pn}F be an infinite sequence of distinct positive numbers, and suppose 
C (l/t.~,J = co. Then {fun}; is complete in B. 
Proof. Suppose log f (0) = g(0) = Cza b,eine; then g E A(T). Suppose 
4 is a continuous linear functional on A(T) for which (4, f "n) = 0, 
n = 1, 2, 3 ,,.. . We must show that (4, f j) = 0, j = 1,2, 3 ,... . Define 
F(z) = (4, ezQ. Then F(z) is an entire function of exponential type with 
zeros at {CL,}; on the positive real axis. We have for real y 
I FGY) F(--iY)l d II 4 II2 II eiv8 II II f+g Il. 
Now g(B) = Czrn b,eine = C,” c, cos nt? + C,” d, sin no, where c, = b, and 
c, = 2 Re b, 
d, = 2Imb, for n>,l. 
Thus 
/I eius /, = 11 eiu[~~c,coSnB+~~d,siUn81 ,I 
m 
= 
IIn 
e iuc, co9 ne 
1 
fj eiudnsinne 11 
< fi (11 eiuc,c~sn@ /I ,I eiud,sinnO I,) 
1 
= 0 {II eivcneose II I( eiydnaineIl} by Lemma 3.13 
<fitl+KlYll C, IW + Kl Y I I4 II by Lemma 3.12 
1 
< fj 11 + 2K I Y I I b, II”. 
1 
Thus 
I Wy)Ft-09 G II #J II2 fi t1 + 2K I Y I I bn I 
I 
*. 
1 I 
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Therefore 
Now 
s lm $ W.1 + K I bn I ~1 dy 
=~~,,~+~Ib.lyl[-~]~~+~~m~I~~~~j,ydy 
= log[l + K I b, II + /Ia ; 1 +Kj;;;; , y dv. 
Consider the second term: 
s 
Rl KI bn I dy 
1 jl +Klb,ly 
_ R Klb,l 
-1 [ 
K2 I bn I2 dy 
1 Y 1 +Klbnly 1 
~2 1 b, 12 
=KibnIl“gR- K,b,I s 
l+R'% 1 
l+Kb, ;dw 
= K I b, I {log R - log[l + RK I b, II + log[l + K I b, I I> 
=Klb n ,logR[l +KIb,l]+K,b Ilog ’ +K’b,I l+RKIb,I n Klh,I 
as R-co. 
Thus, putting things together: 
$ I;m $ log[l + K I b, I ~1 dy 
=;jlog[l +KIb,Il+~Ib,Ilog ’ +K;iql.‘/ n 
~~KIb,I+~~I~,l~~g[~+~l~,Il-~~I~,I~~~(~l~,I) 
1 1 1 
<&b,I +~K21U2-~W&b,I --Kj$,IlogIbJ 
< K1- K log K; II g II + K2 II g II2 + Kl;(g). 
i 
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Now we know that g = IogfE A(T) (because f > 0 and hence log z is 
analytic on the range off). Thus 11 g I/ < co. Also, H(g) < co by Theorem 3.7. 
Therefore we have 
Therefore, Theorem 3.10 applies and so F(z) = 0. In particular, 
F(j) = (4, fj) = 0 for every positive integer j. 
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